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Dump site opponents
contradict IONS study

Frank Pollack/Staff photographer

Eastern students Joy Bishoff. Bob Valencic and Jack Mehofffile an accident report with officer Ron Delude
as Charleston resident Rick Everett, also involved in the three-car collision Wednesday afternoon, looks on.
Another unidentified woman was taken to Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center before police arrived.

Acciaent-hospitalizes woman
A 46-year-old woman was
hospitalized Wednesday after a
three-car accident at the intersection of Fourth Street and
Lincoln Avenue.
Although Charleston police
have not released any acc1lfef[t
reports or the woman's identity,
one of the drivers involved in
the collision said it appeared to
be the result of the stoplights
which have been blinking red

since at least Tuesday.
Rick Everett, of 1101 Timber
Ln., said he was stopped at the
light behind two or three cars,
waiting his tum at the four-way
stop.
Everett said fne t1rst thing he
saw was the car behind him as
it slammed into the back of his
vehicle. The impact of the
crash sent his vehicle into the
car in front of him.

The passengers from the car
in front of Everett noticed the
woman behind him was injured
and he called an ambulance the
police. Sarah Bush Lincoln
Health Center would not
release the identity or condition
of the injured woman.
-Staff report

MARTINSVILLE (AP) - A
low-level nuclear waste dump site
is dangerously flawed, opponents
said Wednesday, contradicting the
Illinois Nuclear Safety Department's finding that the site is safe.
A three-member commission
headed by retired Illinois
Supreme Court Justice Seymour
Simon opened hearings Wednesday to investigate the safety and
suitability of the proposed dump
site in Clark County in southeastern Illinois.
The commission, which was
appointed by former Gov. James
R. Thompson, is conducting an
independent review of the technical and scientific research on the
1,400-acre site. The commission
will recommend to Gov. Jim
Edgar whether the site is safe.
"The position of the Concern
Citizens of Clark County is that
the site is geologically and hydrologically unsuitable ... ," Ottowa
attorney George Mueller said during a brief opening statement representing the opposition group.
Ironically, opposition to the
waste site does not include the
town of Martinville, which has
passed three resolutions through
their city council in favor of the
site. The city has also held two
referendums on siting the dump
which have found that an estimated 56 percent of Martinsville residents are in favor of the project.
Originally the site was to be
located more than a mile and a

half from Martinsville, which
would mean that it needed the
approval of the Clark County
Board. The County Board, under
pressure from Concerned Citizens
of Clark County, voted against
siting the dump in that area. Since
that time, the IDNS has targeted
Martinsville.
The hearing in the muggy
Martinsville High School gymnasium was attended by about 100
local residents, many sporting
anti-dump stickers on their clothmg.
The Concerned Citizens will
present evidence that an ancient
riverbed connected to public
water supplies and fractured
bedrock underlie the site, Mueller
said. The area is also su~ceptible
to earthquakes, he said.
These flaws could allow radiation to leak into soil and ground
water, he said.
The attorney said the Nuclear
Safety Department misinterpreted
geological data to make the site
appear safe.
"The bottom line is that the
department, under high pressure,
has opted for a site that is politically suitable ... to the detriment
of th~ citizens of Clark County,"
he said.
B1:lt department dire~-e-r
Thomas Ortciger testified that the
dump poses lin;t: or ·10 danger to
residents or the env1ro1 ;nent.
"Research has show'· that 1his
Continued 011 page 2

Edgar, mock elections to conclude Library dean accept~ .
weeklong Boys State conference
new position at C.UNY
By EVETTE PEARSON
News editor

The weeklong ceremonies and
campaigning for The American
Legion Premier Boys State will
soon come to a close as Gov.
Jim Edgar speaks at 8 p.m.
Thursday in Lantz Gym.
"Edgar will be our keynote
speaker on Thursday to sort of
wrap up our own election for
governor," said Gary Bosco,
director of public relations. "He
will probably address his ~lose
race for the governor's seat and
politics in general.
"In the past, Edgar has spoken on the various opportunities
in the state and how students
can apply themselves to do the
very best possible," Bosco said.
On Wednesday, the participants completed their final leg
of athletic competitions in football and soccer.
"If one city or county dominates the sports competitions,
the classroom participation and
the political environment will
have a very good chance to be
the 'Model County'," ~osco
said.

On Thursday, the participants
will elect the governor, the chief
executive of the government of
Premier Boys State, when the
polls open from 8:30 a.m. to
10:15 a.m.
"The participants are not
forced to vote, but they really
• get into the campaigns and all
usually show up," Bosco said.
"Each of the gubernatorial
candidates from each of the 10
counties is under one of the two
parties, the Nationalist and
Federalist parties," Bosco said.
"Each of the fictitious parties
will have one nominee," he
added.
The program concludes on
Friday, but the governor and the
past state officer will be invited
Gov. Jim Edgar
to attend the conference next
The Model County award will year as.a junior counselor or a
go the county which has the city counselor, Bosco said.
most well-balanced program of
"About 30 to 40 percent of
activities during the week.
our staffers are former Boys
"Also on Wednesday, the Staters," he added.
gubernatorial candidates will
"This program geared toward
give a 5-minute speech about getting the participates into votwhy he is the best candidate for ing process, although most learn
the position along with the other a sense of leadership, more than
participants running for office," anything else," Bosco said.
Bosco said.

I

By JILL BAUTER
City editor

After 11 years as dean of
library services, Booth Library's
Wilson Luquire will move on to
the Big Apple.
Luquire will become chief
librarian at the City University of
New York, City College, on
August 1.
Although a replacement has not
yet been selected for Booth
Library, Luquire said it is likely
that a temporary dean will be
appointed.
According to Luquire, leaving
Eastern was a difficult decision
since he has developed "considerable affection for Eastern and its
people" over the years. However,
the challenging new position will
offer some "interesting opportunities," he said.
During his first year as dean of
library services, Eastern students
named Luquire "Person of the
Year," partly due to various popular modifications and programs he
implemented at Booth Library.
Some of those changes included the addition of a student vend-

Wilson Luquire

ing lounge , the availability of
newspapers on Sunday, and the
reopening of the beautiful north
entrance, which had been closed
for years. The changes were made
with little or no cost to Eastern or
its students, he said.
At his new position, Luquire
will supervise 60 ((mployees,
Continued on page 2
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Dump hearing
is a safe and suitable site that
poses minimal threat to the public water supplies," he said.
"We have not violated the
integrity of scientific and technological research in order to
make the findings fit the site, as
some will argue." Detailed studies by dump contractor, ChemNuclear Systems, Inc., also will
be presented to demonstrate the
safety of the dump, said ChemNuclear attorney Percy Angelo
of Evanston.
"(Our Research) will show
that potential doses of radiation
to the public are well below regulatory standards," she said.
Mueller said he would make a
longer statement on design
flaws in the facility in the
upcoming days of the hearing,
which is scheduled intermittently through July 27.
The Concerned Citizens, who
received a $150,000 grant from
the commission to hire expert
witnesses in April, haven't had
enough time to complete preparation of their testimony, he
said.
Following opening statements
from Mueller, Ortciger, Angelo
and attorneys representing
Martinsville and a pro-dump
group, the commission began
questioning the project manager,
John Kircher of Battelle
Memorial
Institute
of
Columbus, Ohio.
Under questioning by Simon,
Kircher said he wasn't aware
that the Illinois Geologic and
Water surveys had reservations
about the site. Published reports
indicate that the ground water
below the site is connected to

,.,

Our research will
show that potential
doses of radiation to
the public are well
below regulatory
standards.
Percy Angelo
Chem-Nuclear Attorney

''

the public water supply.
The dump, which will accept
waste from Illinois and
Kentucky under a federally
approved agreement, will contain materials ranging from con- .
taminated clothing to radioactive sludge from the cooling
systems of nuclear power plants.
Snow cone truck driver Stacey Hazelton, a senior speech communications major, serves 10-year-ol
It is set to open in mid-1993.
Charleston resident a "peach-fuzz" cone Wednesday afternoon uptown near the softball fields.

Want some?

Luquire to CUNY
From page 1
which includes a fundraising and planning officer and
assistant chief librarians for
technical and public services. His duties will also
involve fundraising and
preparing for CUNY's
l50th anniversary in 1995.
CUNY, a co-ed institution, receives state and local
support. The university has
graduated seven Nobel Prize

winners and enrolls 15,000
students from 80 countries.
Given such cultural diversity, Luquire said he will be
partly responsible for meeting the needs of those students.
The Ii brary at CUNY,
which has five branches,
consists of 1.2 million volumes, 4,000 serial titles and
houses and 2,000 classrooms.

Just because Mom isn't here to
iron your clothes, you don't have to
look like you slept in them.

w

Stuffers
needed!

Luquire received his masters and doctorate degrees
from Indiana University in
library and information
management. He served as
•
f.
associate dean of Ii brary
'lt! ' 11
..A.
l
•
,
services at Ea·st'' Catolina
.'tli•1:J'ifh~l'V trtn_ 1 ~ ·~ < -":
University before•'Cf'.lming to ~ 11ut1 u •1 ~ u •J1 ~k1. ·-1; n " r I·
Eastern i? 198?: '.
'~. '.•, ,-: .. : :.~
Luquire will spend the
next several weeks "winding things down" until his
U
U lCa lOilS
duties conclude on July 31.
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Visiting professor to
iscuss black drama
JILLBAUTER
Kathy Perkins will kick off the
'stinguished visiting faculty sumlecture series with a discussion
of "Black Female Play-wrights in
Harlem Renaissance."
The free lecture will be held at
:7:30 on Thursday in room 122 of
l.wnpkin Hall.
Perkins, assistant professor of
lighting at the University of Illinois
Urbana, specializes in the area of
African-American women in
American theater.
For many years, most of what
was presented in theater about
African-Americans was given from
a white person 's point of view, said
Jeanne Simpson, director of
Summer School.
'There is a whole body. of work
which was not given the attention it
deserved," Simpson said.
Perkins will "shine light on bod-

ies of work.. .laid buried for far too
long" and "expand our understanding of what American theater really
is," Simpson said.
In addition to the lecture, Perkins
will be conducting a workshop on
June 14-15 to discuss "Early Black
Women Playwrights." Simpson
said anyone interested in the workshop should register soon since
there are only a few seats left.
Perkins earned her masters
degree in fine arts from the
University of Michigan and has
written books on the topic of black
female playwrights, said Simpson.
She was a visiting professor at the
University of California at Los
Angeles last summer, where she is
also an affiliated scholar at the
Center for the Study of Women.
At Columbia University, Perkins
was a Ford Foundation Fellow and
researched the contributions of
Blacks in non-performing areas of
American theater.

FRANK POLLACK/Staff photographer

Hmmmm... ·
Prospective freshman Jeannie Bert and her mother Linda, residents of Staughton, deliberate Wednesday in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union basement whether spanish will fit Jeannie's schedule.

Several faculty members honored; others receive tenure Open Meetings
The first faculty member of what is now
the Lumpkin College of Business, Earl
Dickerson, was honored recently by the
college for his contributions to it.
Dickerson, who celebrated his 90th birthday in late March, came to Eastern in 1935
after teaching seven years in the country
schools near Marshall, three years at Casey
High School and two at Marshall High
School.
At Eastern, he began as an instructor and
worked his way up to a full-time professorship, retiring in 1965 after 30 years. He
then completed his career as a visiting professor atiCajifotniwSune University.
"This is a- marvelous building,".
Dickerson said of the new Lumpkin Hall.
"It's beyond my wildest imagination how
far we have come."
Dickerson and former Gov. James
Thompson made up the Department of
Commerce when it was extablished in
1937. "About 25 students were enrolled in
business classes the first year and about 50
the following year, so if th.e y weren't in my
class they were in Thompson's," Dickerson
said.

***

The founder of Eastern's first counseling center. David Baird, retired last month
after more than 30 years of service to the
university.
Baird, who has devoted most of his life
to the counciling profession, came to Estern
in 1959 as acting dean of men. He organized and supervised the university's first
counciling center, located in a small office
next to the gym in Pemberton Hall.
Later, Baird became Eastern 's director of
admissions and then returned to the counseling center as a full-time counselor in
1965 .
"The students may have changed over
the years, but their concerns have remained
basically the same," Baird said.
During his career, he has counseled thousands of students on a variety of issues,

ALL DAY WATERSLIDE

2for1
(Mon. · Thurs . except holidays)
Group Rate
Available for:
•waterslide
•pool
•minigolf

• • •
camping • fishing
pedalboat • canoes

Spring haven
(217) 345-7658
4 miles E. of
Charleston
on Rt. 16

618
Jackson

from substance and alcohol abuse to stress
and time management.

***

After 23 years of service to the university, James E. Martin is retiring.
Martin, Eastern 's registrar, will be retiring from his post at the end of August,
making way for John H. Conley, who has
served as Eastern 's assistant registrar since
1982.
"I am looking forward to the challenges
of this new position and hope to continue to
move toward computerization of all student
academic records," Conley said.
As registrar, much of Conley's time will
be spent conferring with students regarding
grade point averages, transfer credit, probation, correspondence courses and proficiency exams.
He will supervise 14 employees and be
responsible for interpreting policies and
determining athletic eligibility for student
athletes and monitoring their progress in
accordance with NCAA regulations.
"Mr. Conley's familiarity with Eastern's
academic record-keeping system will be an
asset," said SAmuel Taber, Eastern's dean
of student academic services.

***

Two Eastern Zoology professors were
honored by the university for their service
to the school. Kipp Kruse was the recipient
of of Eastern 's 1991 Distinguished Faculty
Award, which he accepted at Spring
Commencement.
Described by his colleagues as an
"enthusiastic and knowledgeable teacher
who is able to impart both qualities to students," Kruse was selected by a committee
composed of faculty, students and alumni
based on his excellence in teaching, development and service to the academic community and community-at-large.
Kruse came to Eastern in· 1979 and
moved up the ranks to his current position.
He has consistenly been reated as an outstanding teacher at both the graduate and

undergraduate !eve, according to Richard
Funk, chair of the Zoology Department.
Also, professor Edward Moll has been
selected as Eastern 's nominee for the Board
of Governors "Distinguished Professor
Award."
The winner of the award, the most prestigious facutly honor in the five-university
system, will be annouced during the
Board's regular meeting Thursday, June 20,
in Springfield.
Moll was nominated for the award by
Eastern President Stan Rives. Only one
BOG distinguished professorship is awarded each year to a faculty member selected
from among the five campuses.
The BOG is the governirrg body for
Eastern, Western Illinois, Chicago State,
Governer's State and Northeastern Illinois
universities.
"Dr. Moll has been the most productive
research scientist in the department," Funk
said. "He has also contributed considerable
energy to service activities and has been a
continuously effective, enthusiastic and
respected teacher."

***
Twenty-six Eastern faculty members
have been awarded tenure, awarded by the
BOG upon the positive recommendation of
the university president following an extensive evaluation process.
Awarded tenure are the following: John
B. Allison, Keith Andrew, V Aline Arnold,
Robert P. Bates, Raymond Calabrese, Lucy
A. Campanis, Michael Cjurch, Jonell A.
Comerford, Carl W. Dell, Dean Elmuti,
Patricia Fewell, Charles G. Fleming, James
F. Glazebrook , Patricia 0. Graves, Paul
Hayden, William F. Higelmire, Mahyar
Izadi , Richard D. Jacques, Belayet H.
Khan , Michael Leddy, Marylin Lisowski,
Melanie McKee, John D. Moore, Johnny
Ryan, Wendy H . Venet and William V.
Weber.
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Act overhaul
hits brick wall

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A proposed overhaul of the state Open
Meetings Act hit a brick wall
Wednesday, falling in a Senate
committee to the combined opposition of Republicans and Senate
President Philip Rock.
Opposition to the measure centered on a provision allowing
government officials to be
assessed a civil fine of up to $500
for violating the act.
''What great public need causes
us to expose people who serve on
a board ... to a $500 fine," asked
Sen. Calvin Schuneman, RProphetstown. "It is very rare I
hear any public outcry that a
board will occasionally go into
closed session." The Open
Meetings Act governs when local
governments bodies must conduct
public meetings or may retire
behind closed doors to consider
sensitive issues.
Twelve members of the Senate
Executive Committee - including
Senate Minority Leader James
"Pate" Philip of Wood Dale voted to reject the overhaul. Only
seven voted for it. The House had
approved it 107-l.
David Bennett, executive director of the Illinois Press Association, a leading backer of the legislation, said the "no" votes of
Rock, D-Oak Park, and Sen. Ted
Lechowicz, D-Chicago, could
mean city officials in Chicago
object to the bill.
" I'm speculating. I don't
know," he said. "But it doesn't
take a mental giant to figure out
that's a significant message."
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Entire system
needs to gain
in BOG move
Gov. Jim Edgar appointed two new men
to the Board of Governors last week, including Charleston resident Mack Hollowell.
Hollowell, a 71-year-old physician, and Oak
Brook real estate developer Daniel Goodwin
will serve on the board If the state Senate
accepts their appointments.
If that happens, Hollowell will become
the first Charleston-based member on the
BOG - the governing

Editorial

body
fo~ . Eastern,
- - - - - - - Western lllmo1s, Governor's State, Chicago State and Northeastern
Illinois universities.
Until Hollowell's appointment, Eastern
was the only university in the BOG system
that did not have a member of its surrounding community on the board.
In this respect, Hollowell' s appointment
to the BOG is a big step forward for Eastern.
Now, an upstanding member of Eastern's
community will be able to represent the
university and its surrounding area firsthand.
However, it seems that several of the
trustees on the board are upset that Chair
James Althoff, a 12-year board veteran, and
Vice-Chair Ray Wilson were not re-appointed to their seats, which brings into question
Edgar's tactics for appointing Hollowell.
Hollowell and Edgar - a Charleston native
- have been longtime friends - in fact, the
doctor delivered both of Edgar's children.
And Eastern President Stan Rives, also ·a
friend of Edgar, is a friend of Hollowell as
well.
Hopefully, Edgar's appointment of
Hollowell will turn out to be in the best
interest of Eastern and the entire BOG
instead of what looks to be a political move
for Rives and Edgar.
The city and its university deserve someone from the Charleston community to
serve on the board and represent Eastern.
But more importantly, the BOG and its
universities deserve fair and impartial leadership.

Politicians are a set of men
who have interests aside
from the interests of the
people and who, to say the
most of them, are, taken as a
mass, at least one step
removed from honest men.
Abraham Lincoln

A victory for Chicago - finally!
The time has finally come.
Only one other time in my
life have I been able to witf
ness something as meaningful as this, as great as this, as
beautiful as this.
A Chicago sports team
has won a major championship.
Although I am writing this Chris
column before Game 5 of
the NBA Finals Wednesday Boghossian
night, I do have faith in the
Bulls to win their first ever NBA title. Even If
they lost last night's game, they'll take it at
home on Friday or Sunday.
I know, I know - this space isn't supposed
to be for sports news, but it is a place for me to
air out frustrations or opinions. Besides, the
sports editor is a Chicago-hater and an antiBull fan.
When I walked into the newsroom on
Wednesday morning. one of the first things I
saw was the Charleston Times-Courier sports
section. The top headline on the page read,
"Chicago braces for a championship."
I stopped and picked up the section and
read the headline again. Something that I had
been hoping to happen year in and year out
since I was a little kid was actually going to
happen for only the second time in my life.
Those two words in the same sentence
sounded so perfect - Chicago ... championship.
But the words also sounded strange and eerie,
almost like they didn't belong in the same
newspaper, let alone the same line.
I know I could be getting ahead of myself
here. I know Chicago teams have that imprint
of choke masters all over their logos.
Take the t 984 Cubs, for instance - up 2-0 in
the best-of-five playoffs against the San Diego
Padres, only to lose three straight in California.
And take the Blackhawks this year - best
record in the NHL, favored to win it all. Not
even close - embarrassed by the North Stars in
the opening round.
Those are just two of the examples in just

the last few years. Before every season of
every Chicago sports team, I have that hope,
that undying hope that this year will be the
year.
But a few months later, I come to the realization that it won't happen. Every season,
every year, every Chicago sports team (except
the White Sox, who I could care less about) has
left a hole In my life, almost like a part of me
lsn 't there.
Only In Super Bowl XX did It happen with
the Bears. That's the only time I have actually
been a full, complete, secure human being.
And now, it's about to happen again. I can
feel It in the air - I know, pretty bad pun. But
that feeling of a Chicago sports team winning a
championship will finally return.
I know there are a lot of people around here
who don't like Chicago, its sports teams or its
fans. That's fine with me.
A lot of people think Chicago fans are arrogant, close-minded people who believe that,
no matter what, their team is the best team.
And those Chicago haters don't think that's
right.
But why not? What is the definition of the
word "fan?" My definition of the word is a
dedicated follower of a team who sticks by the
team and supports the team no matter what no matter if the team finishes in the division
cellar or falls one game short of the title.
There's nothing wrong with liking a team
and hoping that it wins year in and year out,
no matter how bad the team was, is or will be.
So now, when It's all finalized and the Bulls
come out to be the NBA champions - the best
team in the entire world - let us Chicago fans
enjoy it for a while.
It doesn't happen for us very often, and who
knows when it'll happen again.
But this season, this team did it right.
Da Bulls!
JI '
J

••

- Chris Boghossian is the ,e ditor In chief and a
regular columnist for the summer edition of
The Daily Eastern News.

Your turn
Two student 'good
Letter policy Guest policy .
samaritans' earn
praise from woman The Dally Eastern News encour- The Daily Eastern News encourDear editor:
When I went to get into my car
a couple of blocks from the Square
after work, my back window shattered when _I shut the car door.
Two Eastern students - Scott and
Chad Carter - came to my assistance and went out of their way to
help me. Three cheers for two EIU
young men!
Rose Mary Shepherd
Superintendent of schools

ages letters to the editor concerning any local, state, national or
International Issue.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, in addition
to the author's address and telephone number, must be lnduded.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the H~t
three authors will be printed.

ages readers to submit guest
columns concerning any topic or
issue that may be relevant to our
readership.
Columns should be restricted to
less than three typewritten doublespaced pages.
Guest columns normally appear
every Thursday and will be published at the discretion of the editorial page editor and the editor in
·
chief.
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ctors take back seat to fire in 'Backdraft'
For about four years, I worked with many
Chicago firefighters. As their 24 hours "at
the house" - 48 hours "off time" permitted,
these firefighters, or hosies, spent their time
off as truck drivers and warehouse order
illers. Throughout those years, I was told
stories of the flaming infernos they extinguished, and to a then easy-to-influence 15year-old, the tales were often times startling,
but they were also realistic enough for even
the most intimidated to comprehend.
Yet none of their tales ever compared to
the overly dramatic pyro-combatisms
depicted in "Backdraft." A weak blend of
gung-ho, "Top Gun-"ish heroism meets the
sappy soap opera-isms found in any soap
opera with a dash of crooked politics thrown
in, "Backdraft" is an exaggerated tale of the
24 hours Chicago firefighters spend at the
house. Although superbly filmed in the
Wmdy City with amazing special effects to
boot, "Backdraft" wastes the time and talent

of all actors involved.
The film revolves around the tale of two
brothers, rookie firefighter Brian Mccaffrey
(William Baldwin) and veteran hosie Stephen
McCaffrey (Kurt Russell). Judging from the
film's opening scene, these two haven't gotten along since they were kids, and their
inability to find a common ground annoyingly prevails throughout the film.
Although Baldwin and Russell are convincing enough in the big brother/little brother conflict, both actors appear oblivious to the
fact that their characters are simply egotistical
asses. Both Brian and Stephen treat their distanced female counterparts like dirt, flaunt
themselves as mightier-than-thou in the company of fellow firemen and thumb their noses
at each other for even the most juvenile reasons.
Amidst this brotherly battle is a corny subplot; a rash of multi-alarm fires is breaking
out throughout the city, the cause of the fires
undetermined. Enter the arson inspector
(Robert DeNiro ). Although his role is essential to the highest order, director Ron Howard

gives DeNiro trite emphasis, seemingly
reducing his role to that of a walk-on. And
that's exactly how DeNiro plays it.
Other great talents wasted in the movie
are Donald Southerland, who portrays a
Hannibal Lector-ish loon whom, like
DeNiro, has a potentially essential role
which ends up unfortunately reduced,
Rebecca De Mornay and Jennifer Jason
Leigh, who play Russell and Baldwin's
femm.e fatales, respectively, and Scott
Glenn, who plays the fire chief and is a pivotal figure in the film's all-too-absurd climax.
In fact, all roles end up taking a backseat
in "Backdraft" not to the family squabblings, but to the fires. Although astonishingly filmed and orchestrated, Howard
seems to pay more attention to the infernos
instead of drudging his way through
Gregory Widen's banal, "Emergency!" tailored script.
It's a shame that Howard blew his chance
to pay tribute to Chicago firefighters - the
real-life heroes - in this overblown

"Backdraft." Instead of focusing on the firemen and the line of duty as a whole, the
final project becomes an "As the World
Bums" of sorts, where all the flames in the
world can't ignite a decent story.

Musical Deadheads play tribute in 'Deadicated'
Various Artists
'Deadicated'
Arista Records

In rock and roll 's not-so-long, yet strange history, the
Grateful Dead have probably been it's most overlooked and
under-appreciated band. Consistently disregarded by narrowminded critics and music listeners bathing in the waters of the
cultural toilet as a bunch of 60's{70's throwbacks, the Dead
have only appealed, for the most-part, to their loyal followers.
And there can be no doubt that deadheads (at Eastern, at least)
make listening to the Dead a festive experience - of a simple
music listening excursion - because of their presence.
Yet I'm not sure how the hardcore Dead fanatics are
responding to 'Deadicated,' a tribute album doubling as a
charity work to save the world~s rain forests·. Aiiholigh an
original, and weU-meffi!!r.ig cqncept, 'Peadicated: is a hit and
miss compii~tio\1. 'BUt re'gai'atiss· of' It'§·¥fiiti~o0tc'hed success
rate, all 15 .tracks on 'Deadicated' shect new, deserved light on
the Grateful Dead's music. Even the poorest revisions rejuvenate the Dead in respectable fashion, regardless of their banality.

In simple terms, the key to 'Deadicated' would be if you
like the artist(s) performing the remake, then you'd feel
inclined to listen to their remake - if you like Elvis Costello,
you'll probably dig his version of the Dead's "Ship of Fools."
Although this theory is applicable, it -like the Dead-bashing
critics and music afficianos - is too restrictive and closedminded, as many songs which seem mismatched for the artist
performing them actually tum out to be splendid affair.
But there can be no doubt some of the bands performing on
'Deadicated' are, in fact, well suited for the songs they cover.
For instance, Bruce Hornsby - a member of the Dead upon
their beckoning -is the perfect artist to cover "Jack Straw."
Although perfectly compatible to the Dead's trademark freeform elaborations, Homsby's remake reflects Hornsby, as
well as his on again, off again band mates.
Other self-incorporative and self-stlyed remakes include
Lyle Lovett's "Friend of the Devil," which explores particular
Mark Knopfler-isms, the Indigo Girls' "Uncle John's Band"
and the Cowboy Junkies' rendition of "To Lay Me Down,"
which is choc-full of their haunting funeral dirge and would
be in place on their 'Trinity Sessions' and 'Caution Horses.'
But not everyone featured on 'Deadicated' successfully

Bell's Flowers
Dozen Roses Wrapped $15
Cash-n:-Carry

Studio 3

THURSDAY:
l~port

,,

345-4269

1113 Lincoln
~

1335 Monroe Street
"Flowers for All Occasions"
345-3919

cover their song with ·their characteristic'niche. Most noteworthy: Midnight Oil's disappointing rendition of "Wharf Rat"
Seemingly, the Oil's attempted to re-create U2's "Exit," but
given the slick and often assaulting foundations of the Oil's
"Rat" is a disconcerting one. .Yet this review would not be complete without mention of
the album's finale - Jane's Addiction's remake of "Ripple.''
The most unique and diversified, yet uncategoristic track on
the album and as playful as the original Robert Hunter7Jerry
Garcia ditty, Jane's silly, yet hypnotic "Ripple" pierces
through waters unbecoming of both the Dead and the (rumors
of a pray not Jane's Addiction breakup are not true than
"Ripple" might very well be their last studio track).
But although the connection between the Grateful Dead
and Jane's Addiction are undoubtedly obscure, their underlying link on "Ripple" is simple when dicyphened: Both bands
cannot be lumped in a musical genre -a -factor which is to both
bands' benefit and is, perhaps, the glorifying motive behind
the musical concept of "Deadicated.' Although some songs
don't work, 'Deadicated' is still a glorious rejuvenation of
some of rock and roll's greatest music - for the enjoyment of
both Dead-bashers and Deadheads.
- T.S.

Tues. & Thurs.
Wed. & Fri.
Sat.

9 a.m.-7 p.m.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
8 a.m.-2 p.m.

Women's Haircut $10.00
Men's Haircut $8.50

Draft Day

Also:
Steak Nite
8 oz. Choice
Charbroiled Sirloin
Homemade Fries
&Slaw

$6.95
5-9 p.m.

Now Leasing

PARK PLACE
APARTMENTS
(across from the Union on 7th)
.Energy .Efficient

llJ

• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & farking
• Central A.C.
• Laundry
• Dishwas·hers
• Balconies

HURRY!

Reduced Rates
2 Units still available for summer.
Only a few 3 Bedroom Units remaining

Whatever your needs, try
The Daily Eastern News
classified ads, they work!

Call Anytime 348· 14 79
For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30

CALL 581-2812
c COpyrlQM Jimmy Johna Inc. 1990

!

All Rlghta Ruervect

p.m. - M-F

6
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Eastern Illinois University Theatre presents

SUMMERFEST '91
SUBSCRIPTION SEASON
•SAVE ... As a subscriber, you save 25% off the regular prices, and you get the Velveteen Rabbit free!
• CHOOSE YOUR OWN GUARANTEED SEATS ... Subscribe early and have choice seats every time you attend
the theatre on your scheduled performance night or matinee.
• ENJOY CONVENIENT TICKET EXCHANGE ... Unable to attend your scheduled performance? Exchanges can
be made up to 24 hours before performance time for the best seats available.
•HURRY ... Sale ends June 30th The earlier you subscribe, the better your selection of seats!

THE MOUSETRAP
8 p.m. June 19, 20, 21, 22, 26, 27, 28 and 29
2 p.m. June 23 and 30 in the Theatre
Directed by Jerry Eisenhour
Agatha Christie's chilling mystery about a group of strangers stranded in a boarding house during a snow storm- one of whom is a murderer!

THE VELVETEEN RABBIT
11 a.m. June 24, 25 and July 1, 2
2 p.m. June 26 and July 3 in the Playroom
Written and directed by Marjorie A. Duehmig
A classic children's story brought to the stage. Fun for the whole family!

STOP THE WORLD, I WANT TO GET OFF
8 p.m. July 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12 and 13
2 p.m. July 7 and 14 in the Playroom
Directed by E.T. Guidotti
A musical comedy by anthony Newley and Leslie Bricusse featuring memorable numbers such as "Gonna Build A Mountain,'·' ".W hat.Kip._d of Fool
Am I?" and "I Wanna Be Rich."

THE MISS FIRECRACKER CONTEST
8 p.m. July 17, 18, 19, 20, 24, 25, 26 and 27
2 p.m. July 21 and 28 in the Theatre
Directed by C.P. Blanchette
A comedy by Beth Hanley that find humor and simple wisdom in the zany activities of small-town life as a girl tries to win the local beauty pageant
to salvage her tarnished reputation.

EASY TO ORDER!
Just fill out the attached mail order form and return with your payment
Gift subscriptions, single tickets and group rates available!

For additional forms or information, please call us at (217) 581-3110.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------UNIVERSITY THEATRE SUMMERFEST '91 TICKET ORDER FORM:
Please fill out and return with your payment to: Department of Theatre Arts, Eastern Illinois University, Doudna Fine Arts Center,
Charleston, Illinois 61920. Make check payable to Eastern Illinois University.

Four Great Shows .•.
One Low Price!

Adult
$15

Senior
$12

EIU Students .
$7

Youth
$12

Please send me:
Adult season tickets at $15 each

Name

Senior I youth season tickets at $12 each

Street

EIU student season tickets at $7 each

City

Enclosed is payment of $

Phone (

Circle one date for each show.

THE MOUSTRAP
THE VELVETEEN RABBIT
STOP THE WORLD
MISS FIRECRACKER

w
JUNE
.J_UNE
JULY
JULY

All Sunday matinees at 2:00 p.m.

19
24*
3
17

Zip

State

R
20
25*
4
18

} day

evening

F

Sa

Su

21
26
5
19

w

22
1*
6
29

23
2*
7
21

26

*11 a.m. performances only (except Sundays).

R
27

F

Sa

Su

28

29

30

11
25

12
26

13
27

14
28

3

10
24

All other performances at 8:00 p.m.
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everal states cut college budgets
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
ion and faltering federal aid
causing a financial crisis for
er education, three national
her organizations said Wed-

y.
More than 30 states are making
-year budget cuts at colleges
d universities, said Keith
· r, president of the National
tion Association.
"It's a disaster," Albert Shan, president of the American
tion of Teachers, said at a
s conference.
Geiger and Shanker were
by Barbara R. Bergmann,
· nt of the American Associon of University Professors.

The three organizations represent
200,000 employees in higher education.
Among the cuts that typify the
squeeze, they said:
- California State University
will lose 600 faculty members,
leading to a reduction of 4,000
classes.
-One thousand courses and
1,200 positions were cut at col-

leges and universities in Massachusetts over the past three years.
-At the City University of New
York, the state budget plan will
reduce base aid at community colleges by $125 per student. Tuition
will rise by $500.
-Higher education institutions
in Virginia face the loss of 13 percent of state funding. Class size
has tripled at Virginia Tech.
The three groups urged more
federal support for higher education, saying the economic downturn is temporary.
''The root of the problem is the
gutting of the tax base by the
Reagan administration" in the
past decade, Bergmann said.

rotesters rally outside Capitol building
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Teachers, school admintrators and parents thronged the state Capitol
ednesday in search of more state funds for educaon, but Gov. Jim Edgar S.iiid they'll be lucky to
p the money they've got.
Both the lobbying effort and Edgar's comments
fleeted the growing tension between educators
d human services advocates fighting to spare
ir programs from the spending cuts that are cer. to result from the state's budget crisis.
Edgar's proposed budget gives education a meaincrease and proposes more than $500 million
welfare program cuts. But the governor, in a
peech to about 200 school board members and
inistrators, noted that Democratic lawmakers
ve discussed reducing school funding to restore
me of the welfare cuts.
"They are being lobbied and pressur~d by every
up in the state of Illinois," Edgar told about 200

school board members and administrators. "They
have been hearing from these groups why they
should restore their part of the budget.
"There's only one source of money in the budget
to restore those cuts that I proposed, and that's the
education portion of the budget," Edgar said.
The school officials later headed to the Capitol
to join members of the Illinois Federation of
Teachers and representatives of Chicago's new
local school councils in lobbying for added education funding.
In the rotunda they encountered the latest of
many Capitol rallies protesting human services
budget cuts - this one seeking restoration of a program that helps poor people pay their heating bills.
"The time has arrived to fish or cut bait with
poor people in Illinois," a welfare advocacy group,
the Public Welfare Coalition, said in an open letter
to legislative leaders.

Police want ban on semiautomatic guns
WASHINGTON (AP) - Police involved in
hootouts with criminals urged Congress on
ednesday to ban semiautomatic weapons, which
the officers say are- increasingly the guns of
choice among drug traffickers.
"What we are facing out there every day on the
streets is the same thing that is being used by an
army in battle," said Philadelphia police officer
Neil Carr, who described a shootout with suspects
sing semiautomatic weapons.
"There is no question we are out-gunned," Carr
told the House Judiciary crime subcommittee.
Semiautomatic weapons have replaced the sixshot revolver as the weapon of choice, said Carr's
partner, J.J. Rodriguez. "Everyone now is carrying

an UZI, a TEC-9, an AK-47." But federal
firearms officials told the panel that a 2-year-old
ban on imported semiautomatic rifles plus the
effect of state laws regulating the weapons appear
to be reducing the guns• use in crimes.
"Our tracing data indicate we have stopped a
flood of assault-type weapons from coming into
the country," said Richard Cook, chief of the
firearms division of the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms.
ATF found that the use of the 20 most common
assault weapons in crimes had decreased from
3,977 in 1988 to 3,352 last year, according to a
statement Cook submitted to the panel.
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:SON
LIGHT 5•
•

OPEN
Everyday 11-2
Sunday 4-10

E
• POWERGYM :•
: Summer Semester Specja! :

l $40
:

I
:

Welcome Back
Thursday & Friday

§

Expires (8121191)

Bud Light Pitchers $2.90
Miller Lite Bottles $1.40
Margarita 20 oz. $1.90
Coors Light 1O oz. 75¢

:

Specializing in Personalized :
Weight Training
:

519 7tt! St.

DRAFT NITE
$1 .00 Mixers
25¢ Hot Dogs
• DJ - "Jupe" Playing
dance music
• Drawings for prizes

NO COVER
All NITE

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY
ENTIRE STORE AT LEAST 25% OFF
(UNLESS OTHERWISE MARKED)

Summer Clean Up Shoes

A

Reebok B.B. Pumps

1 /2 off

.~

$3•99

$Men'sWomen's-Kids , ,

NOW

(unless marked
otherwise)

I

1

Friday

r-----:------,
r-----:------,
Live
Live

"THE . "IVORY
REIGN" GRAND"

Rock-n-Roll Show
From Springfield

Rock-n-Roll Show
From Effingham

Admission $1
8-10 w/coupon

Admission $1
8-10 w/coupon

L----------.J L----------.J

Reebok - Asics
Saucony

~
~

sh;ow,,

NOW $49.95 NOW $31.95.
SAVE
~
$20.00
~
Select T's
and Tanks
100% Neons
and 50/50s . . , .

D

NOW~,

SAVE
$12.00

~

.
·.

Select Group
Nylon & Cotton
Shorts

I~\ NOW,..

~~

~,

Pro T's and Tanks Eastern Illinois Jackets
Youth
Jordan
NOW
REG. $50.95
Bulls• Sox
NOW
Cards
Cubs
$19.95

4)

.,,

~

Clothing

NOW

~

Ocean Pacific
Jimmy Z-Body Glove
Clothing

Men's
Women's - Kids

,,

t

i

~

.

Yf'.WUoon
Jimd ofthe Pros•
' I'·

~ 1~

NOW

, ,

Men's

WKTcJ~n's

Sunglasses

Select

75%
off
Saturday

60% off

REEBOK
Aerobic Princes

NIKE
Air X-Trainer Lows

Swimsuits

TED'S

Saucony Running Shoes
Asics Wrestling Shoes

LowAs ~

Nike Running Shoes

~~~~~~~!!!'!!'m~

AT
Thursday

EXTRAVAGANZA

"A Splas of Class"

,..........................,5
!345-1544

SUMMER SIDEWALK

NOW up to

---- .,,
ALL

GOLF CLUB SETS
HUGE SELECTION
GOLF BALLS
Maxifli
Adult Model
SAVE $100.00

Youth Model
SAVE $40.00

"MY SECRETARY" Resumes ,
papers letters, and more. Next to
Monical's 903 18th St. 345-1150
9am-4pm .

The Daily Eastern News

cannot be responsible for more
than one day's incorrect insertion.
Report errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising must
meet the 2 p.m. deadline to
appear in the next day's
publication. Any ads processed
after 2 p.m. will be published in
the following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled after the
2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be paid in
advance. Only accounts with
established credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to
The Dally Eastern News is subject
to approval and may be revised,
rejected, or canceled at any time.

SCHOLARSHIPS
up
to
$20,000/yr. No grade or income
restrictions. (213) 964-4166 Ext.
61 Recorded message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca6/11, 13, 18,20
NANNIES NEEDED. Wonderful
families. Great agency provides
guidance, networking. One on
One, Inc. 93 Main St. Andover,
MA 01810 (800) 688-6269.
--------,-~~6./13
Babysitters wanted. Students
interested in babysitting for
Charleston Newcomers Club
please call 345-7613 by June
14th.
=--c-cc--c---c--=-:-:-:-=-:----c-:--6/13
Established BAND looking for
DRUMMER for summer through
next spring. Call Bob 345-9432.
-------~-6/13
Dependable, available, workoriented person, private home,
inside/outside odd jobs. 345-3771
before 3 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/13

The Daily Eastern News

assumes no liability if for any
reason It becomes necessary to
omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
5uvK.£s Omlt£D
Hu.r WANnD
WANnD
ADOmoN

Rns/RIDUtS
ROOMMAns
fOlt RENT
foa SAU
LOST &. FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

CLASSIFIED

Ao

Name: ________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
0 No

Dates to run ______________
Ad to read:

29 Actor Baldwin
32 Irish
1 Youth
revolutionary
4 Type of nest
34 "To - - With
9 Hebrew
Love"
universe
:MS Sun god
13 Healthy
37 Orch. section
14 Bradley and
Khayyam
38A network
15 Ruth or Herman 39 Pie - - mode
te Part of the
40 Here, in Paris
larynx
41 "But will it play
18 Old Testament
in--?"
book
43 Starter for date
19 Troy, to Achilles
or cede
20 Prevaricate
44Douse
21 Wood nymph
46 On the - - (in
22 Confined, in a
flight)
way
48 Fleming and
24 N.M. resort
Hunter
25 March 15, in
48 Australian kettle
Italy
26 Entrance to
Mlike some
Hades
paper

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days_ _ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

OCash

0

Check

0 Credit
~=-t-'-1
--t.......--t

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 1Ocents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.

"""'"li--;i--;1-=-1--1

~BH~H

DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

.:-!~-:-Im

MacGyver
Inside Edition
Cosby

Salute to America's

Different World

Pets
Gabriel's Fire

Cheers

Broken Badges

Murder, She

Boxing: Jones-

Seinfeld

NEEDED: One female roommate.
Fall semester, Brittany Ridge
Apts. Cheap atilities. Call
Theresa at 1-815-937-1862.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/27

1962

DOWN
1 Soup dipper
2 Actor Delon
3Fiendish
4 Extinct bird
5 More than
enough
6 River in Va.
7 - - Barrington,
Trollope
character
a Reno-to-Carson
City dir.
9Titania's
spouse
10 Revolving tray
11 Canyon mouth
12 Honey drink
13 North African
garment
17 Lop off, to
Burns
21 Mends
garments
23 Elevating
people or things

MacNeil Lehrer

Dugout Show
Baseball:

This Old House

24 Beveragebrewing
container
27 "Veni, vidi,
28 Sediment
29"--Lay
Dying":
Faulkner
30Places
31 Rub out
33 Friend of Mark
Antony
35Scottish
explorer

37 Disburse
42 Rally
43 Component of
starch
45 Wild woman
47 Axillary
so Ancient region
in Asia Minor
51 Conspiracy

Cheers

Rendezvous

News Scan

Open House

Night Court

World Monitor

Disney:

L.A. Law

Simpsons

Mysterious World

Braves at

Babes
Beverly Hils

Terra X

Mets

Free Speech

90210

Mystery!

Gun smoke

Adventurers
Diving
G.I. Diary

News
M•A•s•H

News
U.S. Open Golf

Baseball Tonight
SportsCenter

Miami Vice

Current Affair

Love Connection
Nightline

Motorcycle Racing

Equalizer

U.S. Open Golf

News

52 Inclined
53North Sea
feeder
5' Color also
called goose
gray
55Holly
H Folk wisdom
591n medias
60Hideaway

Great TV Poll

Rangers

Tonight

Schwinn World Sport, ladies'
speed, extras, excellent co
$175. 345-7306 evenings.

59 Type of petition
61 "1 - -fool i' the
forest": Shak.
62 Ford or Pyle
63 Shopper' s
delight
64 Emulated Lizzie
Borden?
65 City on the
Meuse
66 Knead, old style

White Sox at

Live

Scooter 1987 Yamaha Ra
Garage kept-Great conditi
345-9670. $425.

Contact Denita at
581-2812

Movie:

Myth, Man, Movi

Electric lawnmower exc. co
used very little. $100. 345-3
before 3 p.m.

56 Old card game
57 Having wings
sa Pulitzer Prize
poet Dugan:

Dream of Jeannie
Night Court

Sanabria

1986 Olds Cutlass Cierra 4
exc. condition. $4500. Must
Leaving country. 345-3771 be
3 p.m .

Ad Reps
Needed

Hoosiers

Prime Time

News

--------~-8/1

For Rent to 3 students. House at
1022- 2nd. Ph. 348-7643.

Yankee Workshop
Safe Speech,
Movie: Cujo

Robin Hood:

L.A. Law

Two
bedroom
apartment
completely furnished. Available
for fall, 1 o or 12 month lease.
Directly across from Pemberton.
345-4600 (Ask for Ira) .

--~--,--,----,-=-,-,----.,-:8/1

1 more female for 4 BR House: 1530
2nd St. Own room, washer/dryer.
345-1160. Summer Only.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/13
Rooms for serious, quiet,
studious males. Near EIU. $150
includes most utilities. Dep. $100.
345-3771 before 3 p.m ., after
8:30 p.m .
~------.,---.,---,-.,,.--6118
Three bedroo(lls for 3-4-5 people.
Off-street parking. Available 8/15.
1821 Ninth St. Call 348-0157 or
345-5148.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/20

ACROSS

FORM

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students O Yes

OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT still
has a few apartments left for 9192. Call 345-0LDE.

Mobile home for rent. Summer or
fall. Call 345-6052.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/13

Eastern N ews

The
Daily

Nicely furnished apartments one
block from campus. Three
bedrooms, 1 1/2 bath, central air,
dishwasher, microwave, OWN
BEDROOM. $230 month per
student. Call Diane at Nugents
345-2151.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/1
Four bedroom, 2 bath house, 319
Madison, 4-5 people. Call Rosie
at 348-7643.
--,-,.-,--,-------c--8/1
1 / 2 block from campus 2-BR
house . Ph. 345-5022 or 3452265.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

Babysitter needed: evenings. 1
child 9 mos old. Ref. after 5:00
581-2712.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/18
CAMP JOBS. Camp with EIU
alumni director is looking for a
riding director, assistant riding
director, and riding counselors.
We are also looking for
counselors to work with hearing
and visually impaired campers. If
interested call or write, Hastings
Lake YMCA Camps, 21155 W.
Gelden Road, Lake Villa, Illinois
60046, (708) 356-7567.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/20
Models needed for drawing class,
draped or nude. Working hours 79:30 p .m . Monday through
Thursday male or female. Pick up
application at FAA 216, Art Dept.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/20
Help Wanted: Stutters needed at
The Daily Eastern News.
$4.25/hr. Apply at the Student
Publications 127 Buzzard
Building.

Being Served?

Tracey UII man

Andy Griffith

Movie: The

Molly Dodd

Arsenio Hall

Accused

E.N.G.

Beyond 2000
Images
Movie:
Popeye Doy
Roy Rogers
Gabby Hayes
Crime

Party Machine

Night Court

John Wayne

Streets of
San Francicso

Movie

Disney

Baseball:

WCIA-3
ews

7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Night Court

Night Court

Inside Edition

Entertainment Tonight

Cosby Show

Hunter

Guns of

Full House

Paradise

Family Matters

NBA Finals

Movie:

Perteet Strangers

Hitchcock

Carreras, Domingo,

Movie: 18

Lakers at Bulls

Fear Stalk

Going Places

Bradbury

News

Pavarotti in

Again!

20/20

Hitchhiker
Swamp Thing

Baseball:

Concert

Cubs at

Miami Vice

Padres

Baseball

Baseball

Murder, She

Movie:

Washington Week

Wrote

Strike Force

Wall Street Week

News

News

News
M•A•s•H

Tonight

Current Affair

Love Connection

Movie:

Hard ?°PY

Nightline

Amazons

U.S. Open Golf

Most Wanted

World Monitor
Wild Things

Braves at
Expos

Alien Nation

Carriers
Firepower

EIU Connection

Honeymooners

Crime, Inc.

John Wayne

Movie:

Monkeys to Apes

This is Your Life

Bertha

Sisters in the Name Dodgers

Wild side

Arthur Godfrey

of Love

Women who

Streets of San
Francisco

Baseball:
eing Served.
Movie: Marty

irl's Night Out

Cardinals at

Boxcar

Kill

Movie: The Land

that Time Forgal
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TEXTBOOK RENTAL
SERVICE
he hours of operation for
mer Semester 1991 book
lbution at the Textbook
Service are as follows:
lhul'lday, June 13th
7:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Friday, June 14th
7:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Our regular Summer hours of
a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and 1:OO
• to 4:00 p.m. will resume
17th.

ORAL ENGLISH
PROFICIENCY
ASSESSMENT
The Board of Governors has
adopted a program of Oral
English Proficiency Assessment
for all instructional staff. Students
who have difficulty understanding
instructors should, if possible, first
consult the instructor. In the event
that the difficulties are not
resolved, the student should
address his/her concerns to the
Chair of the department in which
instructor
teaches.
the
Subsequent appeals may also be
possible through the Dean and
then to the Provost/Vice
President for Academic Affairs.
Robert Kindrick
Vice President for Academic
Affairs
APPLICATION FOR
GRADUATION
Application and reapplication
for graduation Summer Term
1991 must be accomplished no
later than the deadline of 4:30
p.m. on Monday, June 17, 1991.
The application forms are
available in the Records Office
119 Old Main.
James E. Martin
Registrar
FULL·TIME STUDENT
ACADEMICAUY
In order to be considered a
full-time student academically, a
student must carry at least 12
semester hours each semester
and at least 6 semester hours
during· a summer term. For any
number of semester hours less
than 12 during a semester and 6
during a summer term, a student
is considered a part-time student
academically. This is the rule by
which Records Office certifies
students as fulHime to such
agencies as loan agencies, good
student discount, etc. If you have
questions concerning any of this,
please contact Records Office.

resident status, degree, major,
minor, option,
advisor;
Records Office - social
security
number,
name,
classification, marital status, or
any other changes or additions
not covered above.
Samuel J. Taber
Dean,
Student · Academic
Services
CONSTITUTION
EXAMINATION
The Constitution Exami-nation
will be given on Thursday, June
27. Register in person from 10:00
to 1:00 Monday through Thursday
at the booth in the Union
Bookstore Lounge; bring a photo
l.D. (driver's license preferred)
and $2 for the tee. The
registration period for this exam is
June 10-June 20.
You may retake this exam as
many times as necessary to
pass, but on scheduled dates
only.

SUMMER 1991 TEST SCHEDULE
TEST
DATE
July

WRITING COMPETENCY
(Fee -$10)
CONSTITUTION
June 27
2:00p.m.
(Fee -$2)
2:00p.m.
July 23.
HEALTH COMPETENCY
July 30
2:00p.m.
(Fee -$2)
PRE-PROFESSIONAL
8:30 a.m.
August 3
SKILLS TEST(PPST)
(Fee - $50/3 tests)
Photo ID and the test fee are required for registration.
***WRITING COMPETENCY: SEATING IS LIMITED. REGISTER AS EARLY
ASSURE A SEAT.

Samuel J. Taber
Dean,
Student
Services
·

Academic

SUMMER 1991
COMMENCEMENT
Summer 1991 Commencement will be held ~t 2 p.m.,
Sunday, August __ 4, in the
Library/Union Quadrangel. If new
air conditioning js operable or in
case of rain, the oe1emony will be
in Lantz Gymnasium. Rehearsal
will be held at 2 p.m., Friday,
August 2, in Lantz Fieldhouse.
Instruction packets (including
mall-order forms for caps and
gowns) will be mailed to
graduation candidates at their
permanent address late in June.
The mail order deadline tor
regalia will be July 17.
College/School marching
order for the ceremony will be:
Graduate School; Fine Arts ;
Health, Physical education, and
Recreation ; Liberal Arts and
Sciences ; Applied Sciences ;
Adult and Continuing Education
(BOG Degree) ; Business; and
Education.
All faculty are encouraged and
urged to participate in the
ceremony. They may rent regalia
by calling the Commencement
Office in Old Main (5982) by July
17. Each graduate 1s asked to
invite a faculty member to
participate.
Please watch for further
Commencement announcements.

WRl11NG COMPETENCY
EXAMINATION
To
satisfy
graduation
lremttnts for ~he Bach~lor'~ ' James E. Martin
ee at Eastern lllinots- - Registrar lversity, you must pass the
GRADE CHANGE
itlng
Competency
APPEALS
!nation. (See undergraduate
Appeals to change assigned
talog). Register to take this
grades must be initiated by the
amination after you have
eted sixty semester hours
student through the appropriate
instructors within four weeks after
nlor standing) and have
the start of the grading period
pleted the all-university
following the one for which the
glish requirement (typically
contested grades are recorded.
glish 1001 and 1002, or the
The deadline for Spring Semester
uivalent). Register in person
om t 0:00 to t :00 Monday
1991 grade change appeals is
Monday, July 8, 1991 .
gh Thursday at the booth in
e Union Bookstore Lounge ;
James E. Martin
a photo l.D. (driver's license
!erred) and $t O tor the tee.
Registrar
e only examination during
SUMMER ADDS,
mer session will be given on
esday, July 2. SEATING IS
DROPS, CANCELLATIONS
Use a touch-tone telephone to
ITED. REGISTER AS EARLY
add or drop a class.
POSSIBLE TO ASSURE A
TODAY is the deadline for
J.
adding an 8-week or a 5-week
Daniel E. Thornburgh
Director of Special Events
class , so register by touch-tone
Commencement Director
telephone as soon as possible
today. AFter today, you may
register only for a workshop that
- HEALTH STUDIES
has not yet begun.
tc>MPETENCY EXAM
You may drop an 8-week or a
the
Health
Studies
5-week class...tbrou.ab JODAY
tencv Examination will be
en on ·Tuesday, July 30.
-JUNE 13- and the class will
not appear on your permanent
ster in person between 10:00
record AND you will not be billed
m. and t :00 p.m. Monday
for the class. The only class you
h Thursday at the booth in
may drop after today that will still
Union Bookstore Lounge;
not appear on your permanent
a photo l.D. (driver's license
record (and will not be billed) is a
rred) and $2 for the fee. The
workshop that is dropped
gistration period for this
BEFORE IT BEGINS.
ination is June 10-July 23.
The deadline for cancelling
TE: You may take the Health
Summer (if you did not attend
mpetency Examination only
Intercession) was June 7 to have
the advance deposit refunded
and not be billed further.
The
deadline
for
WITHDRAWING from Summer 8and 5-week classes in order to be
STUDENT INSURANCE
billed only for insurance is
REFUND-SUMMER TERM
MONDAY, JUNE 17.
Students who can provide
The
deadline
for
ldence of having health
WITHDRAWING from Summer 8ranee equal to or better than
and 5-week classes in order to be
EIU Student Accident .and
Insurance, may request a billed only for insurance plus 50%
of the remaining cost is MONDAY, ·
etltion for Insurance Refund"
JUNE 24.
rm from Student Health
ranee, Office of Financial Aid,
Michael D. Taylor
dent Services Building, East
Director of Registration
ng. A copy of your insurance
pany's outline of coverage, or
STUDENT INFORMATION
copy of your Medical
CHANGES
entification Card, must be
When changes occur, errors
tached to the completed
are detected, or information is
etition for Insurance Refund"
missing in the following basic
. JUNE 17, .t991 is the last
student information items, please
ate these petitions will be
report them to the offices
pied tor Summer Semester,
indicated.
t.
Housing Office - local and/or
home address and telephone
numbers;
Student Academic Services -

Calvin

nd

REGISTRATION
PERIOD
Begins June 1O***
June 1O-June20
June 24-July 16
June 1O-July23
June 1O-July3

AS POSSIBLE TO

David K. Dodd
Director of Testing Services

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
1991 EIGHT-WEEK SUMMER TERM
SAT
Aug3

MON
Aug5

TUE
Aug6

0800-1000

M-0900

M-0730

M-0800

1030-1230

M-1330

M-1030

M-1200

1300-1500

Makeup or
Arranged

Makeup or
Arranged

Makeup or
Arranged

1900-2100

--

M-1900

T-1900

Dr. David K. Dodd
Director of Testing Services
STUDENTS WITH
DOUBLE MAJORS
Student with double majors
should officially declare them at
this office (Main 116) at their
earliest opportunity.

TIME
1:30 p.m.

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
1o.

Final examinations are scheduled on the basis of the first class hour meeting of the week
irrespective of whether the first hour is classroom or laboratory activity.
Final examinations for multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the basis of the first hour of
the multiple-hour block.
A M-, T-, W, or R- prefix indicates whether the first class day of the week is Monday, or
Tuesday. For example, M-0800 indicates the scheduled time for the final examination in a
course having its first class hour meeting of the week at 0800 on Monday, T-1030 is for a
class having its first class hour meeting of the week at 1030 on Tuesday, etc.
Final examination periods indicated in the above schedule as "Makeup or Arranged"
are to be used only in cases where:
a. The first class hour meeting of the week does not conform to the schedule patterns
established herein;
b. The meeting time of the class appears in the Summer-Term Schedule as "ARR";
c. A student presents an approved examination change request form.
Final examinations in one semester hour courses may be given at the discretion of the
instructor and, if given, should be scheduled for the last regular class meeting of the term.
Final examinations in courses numbered 4750 or above may be given at the discretion of
an instructor and, if given, are to conform to the schedule patterns established herein.
Final examinations for intersession and five-week sessions courses should be scheduled
for the regular class meeting time on the examination .day stipulated in the Summer Term
1991 calendar.
Final examinations are to be given in all courses unless specifically exempted under the
provisions of #5 and/or #6 above, or by departmental recommendation.
Students may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written
approval of the Dean, Student Academic Services.
Instructors may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written
approval of the department chair and the Dean of the College, according to guidelines
established by the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Sam Taber, Dean
Student Academic Services
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Zuccolo to bolster Eastern staff Bulls take NBA title
in 5 games from L.A

By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

If pitching is as important as

most coaches say it is, then
Eastern 's softball team is in good
shape for next season.
With top pitcher Chris Koehl
back for her senior year and the
November signing of Chicago
all-area pitcher Tina Zuccolo the
Panther's rotation is already set.
Zuccolo, who became the first
Class AA pitcher to lead her
team Downstate three years in a
row, will look to step right into
the starting rotation.
She led the Thornwood
Thunderbirds to their second
state championship in as many
years by pitching a one-hit complete game shutout in the championship game against East
Moline (30-4).
She pitched seven innings
allowing one hit, while striking
out 11 batters and walking two in

the Thunderbirds 1-0 victory.
Zuccolo earned the tournament
MVP for the second consecutive
year.
In the tourney she set career
record~ for victories with seven
and shutouts with four.
In three games played in
Pekin, the opposing pitchers facing Zuccolo had a combined
record of 57-1. She struck out 36
batters on her way to the title.
Thornwood head coach Gary
Lagesse will miss his top hurler,
but he said he believes the she
will be ready to make the move
up to the college level.
"She"s a great pitcher,"
Lagesse said. "And she hasn't
even reached her full potential
yet.'"
One of the adjustments that
Zuccolo will have to make at the
college level will be the pitching
mound being three feet further,
but Lagesse does not believe that
will be a problem for her.

"With the velocity and movement of her pitches I think she
will be able to adjust to three feet
difference," Lagesse said.
Zuccolo was chosen as the
second best pitcher in the
Chicago area this past season
losing out to Lockport 's Amber
Podlesny.
Zuccolo defeated Podlesny in
the state quarterfinals by tossing
a three-hit shutoµt in the
Thunderbirds 2-0 victory.
On the year, Zuccolo compiled
a record of 23-4 with an earned
run average of 0.52.
In 187 .1 innings pitched she
struck out 304 batters and
walked only 34. She also hurled
eight no-hitters on the year.
Eastern's pitchers this past
season had a team earned run
average of 2.03. If Zuccolo is
able to pitch half as good as she
did during her high school
career. the Panthers should be
able to improve upon that.

Johnson suspended indefinitely
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

Junior forward Barry Johnson
has been suspended indefinitely
by Eastern basketball coach
Rick Samuels.
The
6-foot-7
Normal
University High product was
suspended from the team after
he was ruled academically ineligible after the spring semester.
Samuels said there was more
to the suspension than just academics, however.
"At the end of spring he was
academically ineligible under
NCAA
standa_rds,"
said
Samuels, who completed his
11th season as head man for the
Panthers last February. "He has
passed his intersession class and
I'm confident that he will

answer the other requirements."
Those "other requirements"
have apparently been specified
between Johnson and Samuels.
"There were disciplinary
things as well," Samuels said.
"It was basically his actions in
the classroom and some other
things. In Barry's defense, he is
trying to grow up. But he is
stumbling by trying to do it."
Samuels added that Johnson
is concentrating on the things at
hand at Eastern, instead of other
summer activities.
"He has a job and he is working on academics this summer,"
Samuels said. "He is not participating in the Prairie State
Games and he's not playing in
summer leagues.
"He has definite things that
he has to do. He will be reinstat-

ed if he doesn 't falter in the
other areas."
Johnson, who averaged 12.5
points per game last season and
led his squad in rebounding with
7.3 a contest, was tabbed as a
preseason All-Mid-Continent
Conference performer before his
junior campaign.
Johnson will not take part in
the Prairie State Games in
Champaign, where he scored a
record 55 points on the
Assembly Hall floor in 1990.
His biggest game for the
Panthers was a 32-point output
in
1990
against
the
Leathernecks of Western Illinois
University. He grabbed a career
high 13 rebounds versus
Valparaiso University during his
sophomore season as well.

INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) - the Lakers for a layup that
The Chicago Bulls closed the Chicago in front 90-88.
Michael & Magic Show after
Five straight points put
just five episodes Wednesday Angeles in front 93-90 bef
night, winning the first NBA Pippen's 3-pointer tied the sc
championship in the team's 25- for the 10th time in the seco
year history with a 108-101 vie- half, and Paxson followed w·
tory.
consecutive jumpers, the 11
Most Valuable Player Michael lead change of the half.
He later had a layup and
Jordan scored 30 points, and his
supporting cast, led by Scottie more jumpers as the Bulls pull
Pippen and John Paxson, held its away and improved their play
own against Magic Johnson and record to 15-2, matching De
an unsung group of Lakers who for the best postseason perf
had to fill in for injured starters mance since the current for
James Worthy and Byron Scott.
started in 1984.
Although Los Angeles played
The Lakers are the first te
its best game of the series offen- in Finals hisiory to lose fi
sively, they still set a record for consecutive home games. T
fewest points in a five-game lost the last two games of
Finals with an average of 91.6.
1989 championship series
Jordan, who averaged 29.8 as Detroit at the Forum.
Chicago won the series 4-1, is
The Eastern Conference r
the first regular-season scoring resentative in the Finals has n
leader since Kareem Abdul- won eight consecutive ro
Jabbar of Milwaukee in 1971 to games. In addition to Detroi
play on the championship team.
two wins in 1989 and Chicag
Pippen scored 32 points to road sweep this year, the Pist
become the first Bull other than also won three straight
Jordan to lead the team in scor- Portland in winning the 19
ing in 17 playoff games. Paxson, championship 4-1.
Los Angeles withstood a I
who finished with 20 points, hit
five baskets in the final four for-11 shooting onslaug
minutes as Chicago overcame a including 5-for-5 by Pippen,
slim deficit.
the first six minutes of the
Johnson had 16 points and 20 ond half.
The Bulls Jed 70-62 af
assists for the Lakers, one short
of the Finals record. Sam Pippen's third dunk of the t
Perkins had 22 points and rookie period, but a 3-pointer
reserve center Elden Campbell Perkins, Johnson's second
21 for Los Angeles, nine more pointer of the quarter and b
than his previous best as a pro.
up guard Tony Smith's thr
The Lakers trailed by as ma!Jy point play helped close
as eight points in the second half L.akers within 73- 72 with 3
before rallying to lead &8~86 11 1 l,qft.jlA;,tiumper by Smith an
after four consecutive points by layup and dunk by Camp
Perkins. Perkins was then called tied the score three times
for a flagrant foul on Pippen, made it 80-80 going into
who made two free throws final 12 minutes.
before Jordan wriggled through

Eastern Illinois University Theatre presents

SUMMERFEST '91
THE MOUSETRAP

RENTS CANOES
&KAYAKS
• • • •
Enjoy an Outing
on the
Scenic Embarras River

• • • •
Park at Canoe Ltd., take
a bus upstream and end
the 15 mile outing where
your car is parked.
(a 5 to 6 hour journey
for most paddlers)
• • • •
Need Bus transportation
to Canoe Ltd. and back
to Eastern for a Group?
• • • •
For Info write:

CANOE LIMITED
Rt.1, Box 250A
Greenup, IL 62428-9791
or call: 217 /923-2707

8 p.m. June 19, 20, 21, 22, 26, 27, 28 and 29
2 p.m. June 23 and 30 in the Theatre
Directed by Jerry Eisenhour
Agatha Christie's chilling mystery about a group of strangers stranded in a boarding
house during a snow storm - one of whom is a murderer!

·-•· A Large (16") :
CAR.RY-OUT SPECIAL ••

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

:

Sausage Pizza i
$6.95
:
Good on-Carry-Out Only 7 Days a Week

Expires Oct. 10, 1991

I
I
I

Newman

Catholic

WELCOME
SUMMER SESSION
STUDENTS!

Center

Weekend Mass Schedule:
• Saturday: 5 p.m. - St. Charles
•Sunday: 7:30 and 10:00 a.m. - St. Charle
7:00 p.m. - Newman Chapel

Sacrament of Reconciliation:
•Tuesdays: 8:00-9:00 p.m. Newman Chapel
or by appointment

Communion Service and Fellowshi
Have FUN with Friends!

Classifieds

Sell!!!

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
..

• Wednesday: 9:00 p.m. - Newman Chape
(starting June 19th)
909 18th Street
Charleston
348-7515

815 Broadway
Mattoon
234-6442

PLEASE PRESENT IBIS COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER

--------------------

.•.

Newman Center is located
at the corner of 9th & Lincoln.
The chapel and lounge will be open
from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. daily.
Call 348-0188 if you need anything
or want to talk to Roy or Sher or Fr. Bob.
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aylor playing for N_
a shville
er Eastern basketball standJay Taylor has once again
ed up with another profesbasketball team.
last month Taylor, who is
all-time leading scorer at
, signed a free-agent conwith the Nashville Stars. The
s are a member of the
them Division of the World
tball League.
e Stars are 9-9 this season
two games out in their diviThe WBL's playoffs begin at
end of August and run into the
week of September.
"We've lost two in a row, but
haven't meshed together as a
m yet. We are playing well
ugh," Taylor said. "I'm just
ing to stay active and stay in
. That's what this league is

Jay Taylor
I

get another shot (at the NBA).
After the NBA Draft I'll know
where everybody's going. Then
we'll decide where I could go."
Taylor has bounced around the
Nashville's General Manager
ntinen ta!
Basketball Rudi Schiffer said Taylor was just
sociation with several teams what his organization was looking
being cut by both the New for in a basketball player, and as a
y Nets and the Milwaukee person as well.
ks of the National Basketball
"We were desperately seeking a
iation.
No. 2 guard that could score and
He has had stints with Wichita do some assists and he's done
s, Texas, Rapid City and !he very well," Schiffer said from his
and Rapids Hoops, all CBA office in Nashville. "He's averags. Taylor averaged 18 points ing about 15 points a game since
game for the Hoops last sea- . he's joined us.
and was named to the CBA
"We had conducted a search
-Star squad.
looking for a player and we scout"Right now I'm just here play- ed him out and came up with him.
and it lasts like three months," , He's a talented individual and
ylor said. "Then hopefully I can he's been an extremely good indi-

Get 'em while
they're hot!"

11

victual to work with. So we 're
pleased with him. He's done a lot
for us in the few games he's
played."
Schiffer said Taylor's work
ethic has been an added plus for
the Stars, and he should draw
some future NBA interest.
"He's eager and cooperative,
and his attitude is terrific,"
Schiffer said. "The NBA scouts
will start coming out now that the
playoffs are over, so he' 11 get
another look by the NBA."
During his career at Eastern
Taylor set numerous scoring
marks including most points in a
game with 47 against Chicago
State, which is a Mid-Continent
Conference, formerly known as
the Association of Mid-Continent
Universities.
That same year, 1989, he averaged 23.4 points per game and
was the Panthers' Most Valuable
Player his junior and senior seasons. The 23.4 points per contest
ranked him 24th in the nation that
year and is also a Mid-Continent
Conference record.
Both his junior and senior seasons Taylor was named as an
Honorable Mention All-American
by the Sporting News.
Taylor was named on many
All-American teams during his
collegiate career including the
Basketball Times, and Basketball
Weekly All-Underrated Teams.
He was an All-Conference performer his junior season and
league Most Valuable Player his
senior season.

24 Hour·
Maintenance

• Central Air
Condttioning

·Swimming
Pool

5 Minute Walk •
From Campus

• Completely
Furnished

9 Month•
Lease

Lincolnwood/
Pinetree
Apartments

345-6000

..~rrif~~

DRAPER AND KRAMER
INCORPORATED

~--'

~c:::~l

ONLY
THE LO~LY

7:15 AND 9:15

earch for tennis coach to begin

.t.

HELD OVER!

BACKDRAFT JOHN

The search if01wl1 P~:µlaaementLfnri ..G!iant - on ..campus, somebody in the community, or a
uttdeP' shcbubttl\MJtgt.ttiltg( undt;rl?Nal)'tiby •the·n' graduate' assistant that would spend -to years
d of July, Eastern Athtetic Director Mike Ryan instead of one."
'd Tuesday.
Ryan added that he is just trying to get an idea
Alexander, the winningest coach in Eastern 's of who is needed for the job and what the actual
omen's tennis history at 85-79 in five seasons, position would entail.
leaving to accept a teaching job at Joliet Junior
"We are trying to identify the pool of candidates to assist us in the job description," Ryan
ollege beginning in August.
"We are in the process of piecing it together," added.
yan said. "We needed to get a feeling of what
- Staff report
· tion we wanted to go. Whether it is someone

Silently
behind
a door,
it waits.

CANDY
IP<Hll

~

T'ftNTIETI4
CENTURY-FOX

NITELY 7:15 AND 9:15
SAT/SUN MnNEE 2:15 PM

NITELY 7:00 AND 9:30

SAT/SUN MTINEE 2:00 PM

TIM[ TtilATl2l
Downtown Mattoon • 258-8228

lexander leaves
ome about next season.
Included in those are limitations on hours athletes can
practice and constant tabs being
kept on the students.
"Those rules would increase
y paper work," he said.
here would be nights that I
ouldn 't get out of here until
10 at night. Wh en I took the
"ob, I felt that 80-90 percent of
he job was coaching, and 100 percent was paper work.
"But now I felt like it would
30-40 percent coaching and
0-70 perc e nt paper work .
hat's not why I wante d to
oach."
The highlight of Alexander's
enure as Eastern's women's
oach was the 1990 season
when Eastern almost came
way with an upset of secondeded Western Illinois in the
onference tournament.

. "We were literally one tennis
point from winning that
match."
Other
memories
that
Alexander said he will miss is
his relationships with his fellow
Eastern coaches.
"No one ever turned me
away when I had a que stion
while I was here," he said. " I
never had any problems with
other coaches. It's amazing that
the quality of people they have
here at Eastern, beca use the
salaries are not that high."
Alexander said he is grateful
to have met one Eastern coach
in particular, his counterpart for
Eastern 's men's team - John
Bennett.
"I've learned a lot about tenGrant Alexander
nis and coaching and I've
"A No. 8 seed had never learned a lot from Coach
come that close to beating a Bennett," he said. "We've also
No. 2 seed," Alexander said. learned a lot from each other."

Summer Hours
Wed.-Sat.

DON'T
TELL MOM
)PG·1ll

A PARAMO UNT PIC TURE

NITELY 5:00,

7:15, 9:20
2:15 PM

SAT/SUN MATINEE

Cl~~MEA
lAsT NITEI

NITELY

5:00, 7:30, 9:40

HELD OvERI

Bob's a special friend.

Wlwlabaut
BaB? ~
TONITE 4:45...7:15\..9:20 PM
NITELY 5:101 7:1o, 9:25
SATISuN MATINEE 2:30 PM

4:45, 7:00, 9:10
2:00 PM

SAT/SUN MATINEE

.J $3.00
S~ows i----..._

Downtown Mattoon • 258·8228

John Candy
"ONLY THE LONELY" (PG-13)

\

THE BABYSITIER'S DEAD
'1
[!>t.-1)1

WARNER BROS.

All
Before 6 pm

HELD OVER!

BILLY
CRYSTAL
in

(1TY
SLICl<ERS
IPG·lll

TONITE 4:3C!...7:00..i..9:30 PM
Nn'a.Y 4:40, 7:uu, 9:15
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 PM

Pardo to play in St. Louis league

Alexander
to ~ake job
at Joliet JC

By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

A new NCAA regulation that
prohibits college players from
participating in club soccer competition during the academic year
has given rise to a new league in
St. Louis and Eastern 's Tom
Pardo will be one of those players.
The junior sweeperback from
Florissant, Mo., applied for a spot
on one of the eight rosters that the
Busch Soccer Club and Soccer
Park provided, and he was chosen
to play for the Rowdies.
More than 200 players applied
for the 18-player rosters and
Pardo was selected to join professionals, ex-professionals and fellow collegiate players at the St.
Louis Soccer Park for Wednesday
night's opening action.
Four St. Louis Storm players
from the Major Soccer League
including Terry Brown, Mark
Frederickson, Mark Moser, and
Pardo's teammate Daryl Doran
will headline the event.
Pardo said he had never played
in a summer league before, but he
just happened to get into this situation.
"They had to turn away like Eastern sweeperback Tom Pardo controls the ball in a game last season
50-60 other kids who wanted to play in a St. Louis league this summer.
play. I feel like it's going to help
me, but I don't know how it's in or kick-in to restart play, a overtime.
goalkeeper may not use his hands
going to go playing wise."
Pardo said he doesn't know
There are several rules that are on a ball passed to him by a team- what to expect from these
different from the Federation of mate, a free shot will be awarded changes.
"Some of the rules like no offInternational Football Association from the 35-yard line when an
(FIFA) - the governing body of offensive player is deliberately sides, I don't know how that's
fouled on a breakaway and the going to go," he said. "Maybe it's
soccer.
Some of the changes are: no teams will play four 22-minute to help some of the older guys
offsides, teams may use a throw- quarters and there will be no that can't run up and down the
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Grant Alexander is moving
The Eastern women's te
coach for the past five years
.accepted a mathematics teac
position at Joliet Junior Coll
after recently earning his mas
degree from Eastern.
Alexander is the all-time
ningest coach in Lady Pan
tennis history, compiling an 85
record over the past five sp
and fall seasons.
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at Lakeside Field. The junior will

field. I don't look that highly on
those new rules."
But he said it would be a thrill
to take the field with such talent.
"Just being able to play with
some of those guys, like Daryl
Doran 's on my team, just to get to
know, and work with him will be
pretty good."

Youngstown State to make transition
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

After not being affiliated with a
conference for five years,
Youngstown State University
proved that persistence pays off
when it was extended an invitation to the Mid-Continent
Conference last month.
After the departures of
Southwest Missouri State and
Northern Iowa during the last
two years, the Mid-Con was
looking for two new members.
Northern Illinois and the
University of Akron just completed their first year of competition and now it's Youngstown
State and Wright State to be the
new kids on the block.
Youngstown State President
Neil D. Humphrey said the
Board of Trustees should make it
official for the Penguins to begin
action in the Mid-Continent this
week.
"It's on our board's agenda for
this Friday and has a positive
recommendation from our athletic committee and we assume that
they will approve it because they
approved our application in the
first place," Humphrey said.
"We're delighted with the
invitation to join. We believe it's
the appropriate conference for
Youngstown State Univiversity.
We have much in common with
the institutions."
Humphrey added that his uni-

Mike Ryan
versity had been pursuing the
Mid-Con for some time.
"We used to be in the Ohio
Valley Conference and we left
that conference about five years
ago," he said. "And we have
been keeping our eyes open. This
is our second application to the
Mid-Con. We had previously
applied to the Mid-Con.
"We had looked elsewhere, but
had not actually gotten to the
point of an application. The MidContinent was very definitely at
the top of our list."
Hum.phrey said the Penguins
football team will be the only
sport not to participate in the
Mid -Continent. The Mid-Con
does not sponsor a football

league.
.
"We will continue to be independent for our football schedule
in I-AA. We believe that having
all of the balance with the men's
and women's programs in the
same conference will be beneficial for a variety of reasons.
"The least of which, our fans
will get used to the other universities that are in the conference
and we look forward to the competition."
Eastern Athletic Director Mike
Ryan said it is a fairly easy
switch for an a thletic program to
make the move to a new conference.
"If anything it's an easy
adjustment," he said. "Moving
from the independent ranks into
a conference makes it easier
administratively and makes
coaches' jobs much more easier
scheduling.
"If you 're an independent trying to find 11 football opponents,
for example, it can be very, very
difficult. Even worse is if you're
an independent trying to fill out a
27-game basketball schedule.
Because what you find is once
you reach a certain point in the
season, teams go into conference
play."
The trouble with scheduling is
that teams play each other in
conference and sometimes independents lose out.
"Take the Big Ten for example," he said. "Once ·the confer-
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ence season starts, rarely do they
play a non-conference ballgame.
· Most conferences are the same
way. So if you are to look at a
typical independent's schedule,
such as a Youngstown State, you
probably see the better teams
crammed into the first part of the
season. Then when conference
play starts up you really have to
scramble for opponents."
Ryan added that if a school is
in a conference, it gives the athletes and fans more to look forward to.
"So the transition from independent to conference would be
much, much easier. Now you're
playing for championships, the
kids have got something extra to
shoot for. There's just so much
more attraction to being in a conference than being an independent.
"Of course there are exceptions like Notre Dame. They can
exist as an independent, because
· they are Notre Dame. People find
time to play them."
Ryan said as far as revenue
goes from athletic events, there
are pluses and minuses.
"It again depends on who you
are," he said. "If you 're Penn
State as an independent, and you
go to a bowl game, that's your
money. Now that you're in the
Big Ten, that money, after
expenses, that goes into the pool
of distribution for everybody. So
there's a trade off there."

The Mattoon High and Eas
graduate will begin a full-ti
tenure track position in mat
matics at Joliet beginning Au
19. Alexander said he had
pursuing a teaching position
some time now.
"I went for the interview
felt really comfortable with
people (at Joliet)," Alexan
said. "I really liked the people.
· Alexander was named
Gateway Conference Coach
the Year in 1990 when his sq
won a school record 16 mate
The Lady Panthers placed six
the 10-team league when t
hosted the Gateway tourney.
was the highest finish for
Eastern team in the nine-year
tory of the Gateway.
Alexander played for L
Land College where he w
undefeated as a freshman in re
lar season contests at the No
singles position.
Alexander, who was hired y
by year at Eastern, said it w
case of getting some security
himself financially and occu
tionally.
"Not many people know
but I was a finalist for
University of Minnesota job
year," Alexander said. "Th
wanted the program to becom
Top 20 program. But after th
wanted to teach math. Tha
when I decided.
"I would really miss the cl
room. I'll miss tennis defini
that's why I stuck around as 1
as I did (at Eastern), becau
love the game."
The former coach
Middle
Illinois
Association of the Juni
Federation Cup said it was a c
of getting worn down by t
responsibilities of his coachi
position at Eastern that also c
tributed to his leaving.
"Last year I was almost r
ragged," Alexander said. "I w
getting a little stressed out and
finally caught up to me."
What Alexander was referri
to was the illness that he cau
in Florida last season, whi
eventually caused him to miss
Gateway
Conferen
Tournament.
Another factor that Alexan
mentioned for his departure w
the new NCAA rules that will
Continued on page 11
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